Imagine a Place
Saving Lives and Restoring Freedom Since 1988
Established as a not-for-profit organization, the Black Hills Wild
Horse Sanctuary is a showcase where the public can see large herds
of wild horses running free and come to understand our efforts
toward the conservation of the land, native plants and wildlife, and
the preservation of our western heritage including local indigenous
people and America’s Wild Mustangs. Today, hundreds of horses have
freedom at the Sanctuary. Visitors are welcome to tour the horses’
grassland home of rocky canyons, wind swept prairies, and dark pine
forests—a home they share with coyotes, cougar, white-tail and mule
deer, elk, wild turkeys, eagles, and falcons. A home where hundreds of
wild horses not only live, but flourish.

Remington was the first wild
horse from Kisatchie National
Forest to arrive at the Sanctuary.

Black Hills
Wild Horse Sanctuary

Hot Springs, South Dakota

A Story 73 Years
in the Making
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“I always believed man doesn’t have dominion over wildlife…instead, man has a responsibility to take care
of all of our fellow travelers on this earth.” Dayton O. Hyde
The Institute of Range and the American Mustang (IRAM) a 501(c)(3) non-profit was founded by Dayton O. Hyde over
thirty years ago. His dream was to save the land and provide a forever home for abused and neglected wild horses that
had been removed their homes and families by government entities. The Black Hills Wild Horse Sanctuary is the flagship
program of IRAM and the largest non-profit horse sanctuary in the country.

The Little Bay Mare from Camp Polk
By Dayton O. Hyde
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Sometimes as the night winds skirmish over the South Dakota prairie, I lie on my bunk and
think of Sugarfoot. This little bay mare I first met when I was a soldier in the Army at Camp
Polk, Louisiana in 1945. She sashayed out of the piney woods to make a run on the town’s
garden when the Leesville Sheriff corralled her and held her for bail to anyone crazy enough to
pay two dollars for that pile of scrawn. Even at that price nobody wanted to claim her.

To a WWII soldier far from home with no way to support a horse, two dollars was a lot of
money. But I was already smitten. Sugarfoot had come over to the fence and pulled at my
sleeve. That night, I headed back to camp with a filly that did not know how to lead, with no
idea where I was going or what I was going to do with a horse.
When the War ended in 1945, all the soldiers were discharged without rides home. My brother
had offered me a job at his ranch in Bly, Oregon. So I bought a used Army truck with a bed
that had a canvas top. The soldiers hitchhiking helped me lift Sugarfoot into the bed. They
rode in the back with her part way as we began the journey back home to Oregon.
When we arrived at Bly, my brother’s crew could hardly contain their amusement when we
unloaded that scrawny bay mare. Then came the biggest gamble of all one night as I was
leading her to water. Tired of walking, I crept up on her back. Instead of resisting, she set off
with a beautiful running walk with me on board. Being a ranch hand, she quickly became
adept at all the chores of moving cattle and sorting steers. Little did I know at that time that her
family history back in Louisiana had been that of Spanish cow horses in those piney woods for
over 500 years.
Sugarfoot lived the rest of her life at the
ranch in Oregon. She wasn’t just any
horse; she was a gaited walking horse
of Spanish descent from the Kisatchie
National Forest in Louisiana. Her walk
was as smooth as silk to ride. She could
walk as fast as any regular horse could
trot while not spilling a drop from the
coffee cup in your hand.
This little bay mare from Camp Polk
enriched my life in ways I never
understood until now.

Sugarfoot has dinner on our journey West back to Oregon after the War.
Still thin, she had actually picked up weight from when I purchased her.
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73 Years later….
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A calm horse stands off to the side of military exercises at Fort Polk in 2016 prior to recent roundups of wild horses.

…. A plea to help 17 small wild horses
went out across America.
These little ones rounded up from the Kisatchie National Forest and Fort Polk, Louisiana were
under threat of EXTERMINATION by the U.S. Army and U.S. Forest Service. Long before the
Louisiana Purchase, these horses were brought there by Spanish and French explorers over 500
years ago and have lived in this 600,000 acre piney woods ever since.
Now deemed TRESPASSERS by the Army and Forest Service, they have been rounded up to be
disposed of any possible way.
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The Pegasus Equine Organization, along with the St. Landry Parish Animal Control, rescued
two family bands and took care of them for four months on their property until a new home
could be found.
After hearing the plight of the Fort Polk horses, Black Hills Wild Horse Sanctuary contacted the
Pegasus Organization and said we would give these little horses a forever home.

After traveling for over 27 long hours, the trailer topped the hill, and
the horses descended into the valley of their new home. The horses were
excited, and their nickers called out.
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They were welcomed by
many new friends.
When the trailer gate opened, the horses set their gaze
upon pine forest hilltops. The sound of welcoming
nickers, the aroma of freshly spread hay, and the
realization of a new lease on life all seemed to help
these horses know they had arrived home—forever.
You can be a part of their new lives by donating
toward their care.
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Although the surroundings are different from that of
Louisiana, the horses were quick to make their way from
the trailer to their new home.
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Hay is the single most expensive item in
the Sanctuary budget. Forage in the form
of hay is one of the most essential elements
to keep all the horses of the Sanctuary
healthy and happy all year round. Consider
supporting the Hay Fund—know that you
are truly making a difference for these new
arrivals and all the horses here.

The little horses remained in a separate corral for several weeks in
order to adjust to their new home and gain weight that was lost from
the stress of travel and adjusting to their new environment.
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After a few weeks, it was time to give the Ft. Polk horses their freedom.
The timid, little horses nimbly left the safety and security of the corral
they knew to enter a wide open pasture.

New friends to meet, new spaces to explore, and a lifetime of freedom await these rare horses.
Never again will they be at risk of extermination. Never again will they be thought of as
tresspassers. The Sanctuary is their forever home—because of your generous donations.
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One thing is for certain—they
are happy to be here.
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Your donation—whether designated for hay or the general care of these horses or made for
a specific horse—does make a difference! Go to www.wildmustangs.com to see a video of the
Fort Polk horses’ arrival at the Sanctuary.
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There are thousands of wild horses across America
in need of a new home.
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You Can Make a Difference!

Please Donate Today and Give a Wild Horse a Second
Chance at Life!
Making the most of your donation:
Hay Fund – Hay is the largest single expenditure of the
Sanctuary. Hay is critical to keep the horses warm and healthy
during cold South Dakota winters. More than 2,000 tons of
hay—at a cost of over $300,000—are needed to take care of the
Sanctuary herds over the Winter.
Become a Special Friend to a Horse as a Sponsor – These horses
from Ft. Polk would love to have their own Special Friends!
Many other Sanctuary horses are also available to sponsor.
Please see our website—www.wildmustangs.com—for more information on Sponsor levels
and available horses.
Just Make a Donation – Any amount can make a difference for the horses of the
Sanctuary!
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www.WildMustangs.com

Make a Donation – Make Plans to Visit – Make a Mustang Friend – Make a Difference Today

Institute of Range and
the American Mustang
PO Box 998
Hot Springs, SD 57747
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Thank you for making
us a part of America’s
luckiest wild horses!
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